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Good afternoon. Thank you very much to all the audience and to Silvina Tenreyro for her role as 
moderator  in this event;  to LSE Argentine Society for the invitation and to the Ambassador of the 
Argentine Republic, Carlos Sersale di Cerasio and his team for his distinguished presence. I would 
also like to thank Dan Ozarow of the Argentine Research Network for his assistance during my stay 
here and my friends in the Argentine Solidarity Campaign, from where they and other colleagues are 
taking actions in the UK to denounce the impact of neoliberal economic policies of the current 
government.  

It is a pleasure to be here at LSE to exchange opinions and give my special point of view about the 
current situation in my country. I am going to talk about the impact of monetary policies on the real 
economy in the first year of Macri’s administration. Particularly, I will speak about the changes that 
have taken place in the central bank, which is now oriented towards the setting of the inflation 
targeting,  leaving aside the complex and multiple mandate that is established in the 3rd article of 
the Central Bank Charter. So, I will focus on three turning points of these policies and on the whole 
administration of the Central Bank. First, the desertion of the multiple and complex mandate, second, 
the deregulation of interest rate policy and third, the deregulation of the exchange market. 

First Point. The curious legal interpretation of the 3rd article of the Central Bank Act. 

The 3rd article of the Central Bank Act establishes that the role of the Central Bank is to promote 
monetary and financial stability, employment and economic development respecting social equality. 
This is complex, this is multiple and this implies some legal standards and a deep topic of discussion 
about the entire role of the central bank and the idea of “independence”. Although something which 
is out of any discussion is that the role of the board must be technically oriented in the same way as 
the economic and industrial policies of the country. This implies a dialogue and a coordination 
between the central bankers and the rest of the executive branch of the administration. The idea of 
“independence” of the Central Bank is no older than the last ten or fifteen years and it is related 
exclusively with the idea that the main role of the central bank it to control inflation. But in fact, this 
is not the way that things happen in the world of central bankers. Many of them are more concerned 
about the exchange market and the impacts of the appreciation/depreciation of currencies on the 
real economy or the role of interest rate in the context of international crisis or the interconnection of 
this within employment stimulus2. 

When the new administration took over the bank, this mandate was in fact cancelled with a curious 
interpretation of the law; the President of the bank assumed that the exclusive role of the BCRA was 
monetary stability and left aside the rest of the objectives, especially the role of controlling and 
monitoring the financial system as a whole. He did it from a strange interpretation of the law. 

SEFyC is the government agency whose role is to establish prudential measures in the financial 
sector. It´s like the Financial Services Authorities here in Great Britain. Within this idea of the “new 
role of the central bank” this agency only takes measures related with Basel standard and dispense 
with the role of bank inspection and “in situ” supervision, which in the past was a key responsibility 
of different inspector managers. This is because they assume that the best for markets is to delegate 
regulation itself. This is the assumption behind the idea. But, it is a wrong assumption and the 2008 
crisis overwhelmingly proves it. The market needs to be regulated by the State, otherwise looking 
for greater profitability takes too many risks and ends in crisis.  The history of the financial system 
shows that the crisis is in its heart.   

1The view and opinion express in this speech does not reflect the official policy or position of the Central Bank of Argentina. It is just my point of view and 
my professional perspective into the board. I need to recognize and thanks the assistance and contribution of Romina Kupelian. 
2cfr. IMF Staff Discussion Note.Two Targets, Two Instruments: Monetary and Exchange Rate Policies in Emerging Market Economies, Jonathan D. Ostry, 
Atish R. Ghosh, and Marcos Chamon, Febraury 29/2012



The other side of this particular interpretation is monetary emission restraint. Regardless the opinion 
that each of us may have about the impact of emission on inflation, at least the real fact in Argentina 
is that both indicators have had an inverse correlation in the last two years and in the present too. 
Look at this graphic, please.

Rate of emission vs. Rate of Inflation
     Tasa de emisión vs. Tasa de Inflación (2014-2016)

Fuente: Elaboración propia en base a datos del BCRA e IPCBA 

Monetary emission and inflation in my country show that when emission was increasing, inflation 
was decreasing, and when emission restrained, inflation soared. Obviously many other factors 
behind that correlation are doing their work. Mainly, the promotion of consumption and the domestic 
market leads to an increase in investment, which make a contribution to controls the rise of inflation.  
That is, in fact, what happened in 2015 during the former administration? The inflation rate decreased 
from 40% to 26.5% more or less. 

At present, the inflation rate is higher despite a restrictive monetary policy, because the other 
agencies of the executive branch apply policies like “tarifazo” and government authorized periodic 
increases in regulated services and goods.

One more thing about that. The decision of the central bank to avoid monetary emission (or to 
expend just a quantum of amount) is also the main tool to regulate the dollar value in the market 
because the central bank has abandoned the instability prevention goal.  The central bank is not 
using its reserves or any other tools to control the volatility of the exchange rate and because of that 
we now have an appreciation scenario, which affects both the industry and the external sector.

Second point. The financial illusion of monetary policy 

Given this particular interpretation of the goals of the central bank that implies a dramatic reduction 
of its multiple role to a unique one related exclusively with price stability, inflation targeting has 
become the new scheme of the central bank. The purpose is to force the inflation level into the 17%-
12%; 12%-8% and 6.5% - 3.5% corridor for 2017, 2018 and 2019, respectively. This is, at least, an 
ambitious target plan and it´s complex to carry out, because the first assumption of this model implies 
leaving the control of the exchange rate to let it float freely. 



The main effect of withdrawing the policies of control of the exchange rate ( wrongly called “cepo” 
like the tool of torture that was used in the medieval ages or in some police departments against 
non-White or poor people in contemporary democracy) was the devaluation of the peso and the 
impact on increasing inflation, as this picture shows.

With a devaluation of 40% the “pass trough” implies an increase of the annual inflation from 23.92% 
(nov-15) to 47.07% (nov-16), 3.3% monthly average. Later, we will discuss the real economy side of 
this figures. For the time being, I will focus on the alteration of the interest rate policy.

When the previous administration took over the central bank, the former President, Alejandro Vanoli 
, decided to establish a floor passive interest rate and to prorogue the decision of establishing a 
maximum for the active interest rate. This decision implies two things. First, the “top interest rate” 
intends to avoid any excess or abuse against financial consumers in lending activities. Usury is illegal 
in the country but it is a common practice when it comes to loans, especially in financial entities 
related with the poorest people, like some “cooperativas” or in the so called “non-financial credit 
suppliers" (a curious term to designate any companies that operate in the financial market without 
the requirements of capital, liability and information which banks must comply with). Second, the 
“minimum passive interest rate” has a strategic role to strengthen and stimulate the saving deposit 
accounts and to avoid flights to the dollar, especially when consumers and the citizens go behind it.

In our country the markets, the banks and the investors are like a pendulum between dollar and peso 
and the way to lead the financial investment to one of these sides is the level of interest rate. When 
it is under the expected devaluation rate people’s savings run fast to the dollar. And you know that 
the faster you run towards the dollar, the greater the devaluation is, self-fulfilling prophecy. Because 
of that, the former administration decided to send a signal to the market for avoid devaluation. The 
“floor interest rate” was one and the other was the future dollar operation and the control of the illegal 
exchange dollar market.

One of the first decisions adopted by Sturzenegger when he was designated President of the 
institution, was the deregulation of the interest rate. A policy of free interest rate is, obviously, one of 
the friendliest market decisions but, in real terms, it implies serious consequences both for the 
consumer/families and for the vitality of the real economy. 



Families and consumers have been forced to pay a higher cost for each loan taken. Interest rates 
soared and in some cases to a scandalous level: almost as high or higher that 100% in regulated 
entities and more than that in informal (and illegal) entities where the interest rate reached 190%. 
This situation is typically known as “financialization”3 of the domestic economy and implies a 
tendency to individuals and families’ indebtedness and it is worse when you realize that purchasing 
power has suffered a reduction of 6.5% due to the policies of the Government, which has increased, 
in turn, the borrowing requirement.

The other side is the negative impact of the highest level of interest rate on the real economy. When 
your interest rate is the highest of the entire international financial system, the role of credit is 
destroyed and is replaced by the "carry trade". This is what happened all last year in the Argentine 
economy. Banks became lazy, as Adair Turner explains in some articles4, which implies that the 
banks stop lending money and use the funds that they obtain from the depositors for speculative 
investment. In our case, the destination was the Central Bank that was paying a rate of between 30 
/ 38%, therefore, promoting this kind of financial actions where participants have big firms but citizens 
too. In the past, this was called ¨bicicleta financiera¨ and was a channel to instability and financial 
crisis. 

3 Cfr. Costas Lapavitsas. “Beneficios sin producción. Como nos explotan las finanzas”. Traficante de sueños
4 Cfr. Adair Turner “The future of finance. And the theory that underpin its”. London School of Economics and Political Science. Center for Economic 
Perfomance. 



The bank intermediation between supply and demand of credit has disappeared and it was the 
Central Bank the agency which put the money in the market to move the when of this type of 
speculative actions. The idea of intermediation has become a myth: during the last year loans in the 
private sector decreased in real terms except for dollar loans that increased exponentially, due to 
the incentives that the own monetary authority created, thus increasing greatly the risk of currency 
mismatches.  In this context, the real economy suffers from absence of funding and consumption is 
restrained as the following pictures show. 



On the other hand, the “Industrial monthly estimator" shows a monthly decrease of industrial 
production. This implies a reduction in production and in the level of employment.
This is of the upmost importance from the perspective of the central bank because one of its main 
goals is to keep this. 



 According CIFRA CTA from lV Quart. 2015 to III Quart. 2016, 128.000 jobs have been lost only in 
the private sector while during 2003/2015 period (except 2009) jobs had increased continuously5. 

In rate terms unemployment increased 58% in only 6 months. For the last ten years no such rates 
had been observed, even when the effects of the 2001 crisis were still completely alive. The 
destruction of employment is central for this administration. It is part of the reason for the 
deregulation of the financial sector that will be followed by the deregulation of the labor market where 
the Union has a significant weight and has a tradition of protecting and defending the rights of the 
working class. But if the fear of losing their jobs dominates the working class,   they might become 
weak and labor market reforms will take place. Now, this is the core of the debate in the country and 
it is another face of the monetary policy of inflation targeting. They have a crucial target: to reduce 
wages to the level of other countries in Latin America, exactly the type of countries where 
unions do not exist or are too weak.

Third Point. The end of exchange market control 

Despite of the assumption inflation target perspective, any central bank has two instruments and two 
goals: interest rate and exchange rate. Both must be use to regulate the effect capital flows in terms 
of appreciation/depreciation currency, and - in the other side- with the promotion of credit in the 
economy.

When we speak about emerging market economies, the role of the exchange rate is crucial to 
prevent mismatches in the balance of payments, especially if the external sector and exporters are 
the main source to obtain the foreign currencies that will be required to cancel external obligations 
in international markets. Because of that, the main reason to establish capital control (and exchange 
control is only a particular kind of measure that is taken in some special moments) is to prevent 
imbalances and to avoid the negative impact of any external shock. When it happens, all the 
investors run to the dollar, the financial system collapses, the banks fall or transfer profits and assets 
to tax heaven and society suffers the consequences. 

5 Cfr. CIFRA CTA Informe de Coyuntura Nr. 22. Arceo, Barrera, Gonzalez, Manzanelli. Febrero 2017 www.centrocifra.org.ar

http://www.centrocifra.org.ar/


This is harmful for society and democracy. Capital flight and external indebtedness wicked cycle has 
characterized a common pattern of financial crisis, for almost the last forty years in the country. As 
Reinhart & Rogoff show in their work “From financial crash to debts crisis” when a debt crisis begins, 
it is often either preceded or followed by a banking crisis. During the eighties bankruptcy 
demonstrated how crucial the crisis of external indebtedness was: the most important bank was 
closed6 surrounded by a lot of claims of financial fraud and other serious crimes against depositors 

Later in the mid- nineties banks were trapped again into criminal scandal such as  either hidden or 
clandestine intermediation connected with tax avoidance, bribes and money laundering and other 
frauds. The connection between banks and off shore entities located in tax heaven accelerated 
capital flight in the absence of any regulation context. Indebtedness deepened and in 2001, 
preceded by “Blindaje” and “Megacanje”7, the country financial system was destroyed when mainly 
international banks and the most important companies and famous people, transferred their assets 
and left the financial system empty. The role of the Central Bank as last instance lender was 
insufficient and the domestic currency lost its value. Some advisers and experts on finance promote 
the idea of delegating management and decisions of crucial macroeconomics matter to an external 
committee in a clear monetary and policy abdication. The current President of the Central Bank was 
close to this idea, maybe he was one of most convincing advocates... For a period of twelve years 
former president, Nestor Kirchner, restructured the debt with an unprecedented reduction of amount 
and cancelled it using central bank reserves. The vulture funds case backtracked this effort and the 
precedent that had been established in international soft law. The country has started up a new and 
shameless process of external indebtedness. 

This is a wicked cycle where the richest and big investors win while the media and working class 
people suffer an exploitation of their wealth. For the last twelve years capital flight has fluctuated but 
it has become stronger since 2007

6 The first bankruptcies was the most importan private bank that called Banco Intercambio Regional and trigger other like Banco Oddone and Banco Los 
Andes bankruptcies 
7 Both was a kind of politics of external indebtedness. The first one implies an FMI debt amount about USD 40.000 million given by IMF and under a 
fulfillment of some classic fiscal adjustment goal similar of the some measures that Macri administration is trying to adopt in the country. The second 
implies a new debt rescheduling and higher interest rate. This second agreement derives in a criminal case, where the main decision makers hasn't been 
under trial court to determine its innocence or guilty. The current President of Central Bank was involved in it. 



At the beginning of this speech I explained how the end of the miscalled ̈ capo” implied a devaluation 
with devastating consequences on real economy, inflation and wages. It was complex to leave this 
behind. A combined action taken by Central Bank and Secretary of Commerce to finished the duty 
settlements profit of external sales in the case of exporters and to allow importers to pay its external 
debts without any requirement about genuine source of those and for citizen, companies and 
powerful persons to buy without any restriction the quantities amount that want. More than they taken 
other decision like to promote dollar lending in the case of activities that are not directly related with 
dollar profit despite of dangerous and riskier currencies mismatched. 
        
The intelligentsia says that it is better to let the exchange rate float to absorb external shock but this 
idea hides the fact that all these measures were taken to benefit a handful of companies related with 
financial speculation (carry trade) and soya exports and extractive industries. They´re the winners 
of the model and the rest is suffering the negative consequences of reprimarization

The intelligentsia supports this kind of decision accusing the former administration of having strongly 
appreciated the exchange rate. They say it was an anti-competitive signal for exporters. Despite the 
strong devaluation and the complete deregulation of external sector, the performance of exporters 
have not got better.  Look at those pictures





From the perspective of deeply devaluation the positive trade balance obtained in 2016 (around USD 
2.128 millions) does not imply a better trade equilibrium because the decrease in imports in much 
bigger than the tiny increase in exports. Furthermore, the real exchange rate does not appear to 
have improved because financial dollar, increase of external debt and high inflation imply permanent 
stimuli to appreciation and external competitive losses. 

As we have suggested, indebtedness and capital flight grew without precedent in the past even in a 
more accentuated form than during the last dictatorship. Only during 2016 external debt increased 
in USD 73.639 million. In the III Quarter 2016, capital fight sharply and steadily increased taking 
away the effort to control the exchange administration that had been done by the former government. 
    



The perverse cycle of borrowing and capital flight added to the whole deregulation of the exchange 
market calls into question the analysis of the international reserves of the central bank. Some would 
say that thanks to the free exchange rate, administration reserves have increased. However, it is 
important to emphasize that this same growth is linked to a larger taking of debt.

The general aftermath and the main risk of this model. 

Like any other process of destruction of the productive apparatus of the country, the main 
consequences of measures implemented have been the deterioration of the gross domestic product 
that has fallen systematically over 2016 (see chart) and there is no sign that it might grow once again 
in 2017, despite estimates to the contrary made by private consultants close to the Government and 
by the Government itself. In a model that aims to lower inflation by reducing consumption? there is 
no way to recover investment. It's as simple as that the entrepreneur will only have incentives to 
invest and increase production if there is in the other side a growing demand which, as we have 
seen, does not exist. And this is because it is part of the Government plan to implement falling 
purchasing power, deregulate labor rights through unemployment and lower wages. No economy 
grows and develops under these conditions. No economy that applies neoliberal policies returns to 
good levels of social welfare, only a concentrated sector benefits from them. All this plan implies a 
growing precariousness of working people as a necessary condition to attract investment. This is the 
real plan.



PBI (VARIACIÓN PORCENTUAL RESPECTO A IGUAL 
PERÍODO AÑO ANTERIOR) 2015-16

Fuente Indec
Argentina is on a winding road, which only remains to wait for a new crisis. Since the payment to the 
vulture funds, which was extremely ruinous for the country (see chart), delivering self-determination 
and economic sovereignty, the Government has been responsible for maintaining a scheme that can 
only be sustained through massive borrowing, such as the one being submitted to the Argentine 
people, which has led us, after ten years of debt relief to reach the historical record of issuance of 
annual debt and in foreign currency. On the other hand, and quite worryingly is that there are no 
signs that the country will be able to face the payment of services of this debt. Meanwhile, the 
Government foresees trade deficits in the coming year. The government decision is responsible for 
issuing regulations that allow exporters not to enter the currencies. Thus, the country is again 
heading towards the abyss. The only way to pay every year the increasing interest and amortization 
is with new external debt. Something Argentina knows very well. 



While the Government obtains financing from external markets, the wheel goes round. However, 
international conditions are of deep uncertainty. Because of Trump and Brexit, and maybe “Frexit” 
(Europe is not going through its best moment) any movement will probably have a negative impact 
on the chances of obtaining external fund. The Government is aware of this, so it has decided to use 
Banco Nación, the largest public bank in the country, which, under the previous Government, 
operated as support and promoter of economic development, as an entity obliged to accept emission 
of public debt in large quantities8, putting it in a critical situation regarding prudence and solvency 
indicators. The central bank accompanied this issuing a rule that allows commercial banks to use 
deposits in foreign currency to finance the Government, putting the savings in dollars of families at 
risk since as we know, the State does not collect in dollars but in pesos.

8 During last year and the beginning of 2017 Banco Nación had to accept more than $16.000 million (pesos argentinos) in treasury notes  



The government of Mauricio Macri has once again turned Argentina into a time bomb. The economy 
is going through a crisis provoked by adjustment and regressive distribution policies. All the 
macroeconomic variables have been negative: recession, unemployment, current account deficit, 
and increase in the fiscal deficit and inflation record. The central bank has adopted as monetary 
policy the inflation targeting system, which has as its fundamental basis contract demand and bring 
down prices through generate oversupply and economic downturn. The fundamental tool of this 
scheme has been the interest rate that has reached exorbitant levels of 38% for several months. 
This has favored the development of a speculative sector of residents and non-residents to the 
detriment of the real economy that has been falling non-stop.  A systematic plan for generating 
poverty, where winners are the national and international financial systems- since Argentina pays 
the highest rates worldwide -  and concentrated companies whose owners are, curiously enough,   
the President and his ministers, and losers,  the Argentine people.’


